Better Manufacturing. Better Project Management. Better Products.

Better Gear International

Your product is shipping, your market is validated, and there’s real demand. Now how
do you manufacture in larger volumes, with improved product quality and
performance, on a predictable and reliable schedule, and at better profit margins?
The answer is clear: Better Gear International.

Great? Reliable? Cheap?
Your product is shipping. Now you’re trying to scale, improve product
quality, tighten delivery schedules, AND reduce costs all at once.
“Quality. Reliable. On budget.”
Quality takes time—time you typically don’t have to spare. Bringing in
production schedules to meet demand squeezes—or crushes—your
profit margins.
You didn’t get this far without smart decisions and the right partners. To build a better product faster and at
less cost, you’re exploring your options. And the smart money tells you it’s time to “manufacture in Asia.”
It sounds so easy to get to the next level, but it’s not.
But now you have a better alternative: Better Gear International.

Meet Better Gear International
Better Gear International is a joint venture between two proven product design and manufacturing
companies--USA-based CA Engineering and Hong Kong-based Smartec. CA Engineering brings over 20
years of wireless hardware and software development and engineering project management experience.
Smartec offers over 20 years of full-service, high-volume, quality-driven product manufacturing experience
for a world-wide customer base.
We’ve built Better Gear International to help companies with proven markets and successful products
expand their production volumes and quality, improve product delivery schedules, and increase product
profit margins by reducing cost (if that’s what you mean by “cheap”).
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Choose Better Manufacturing, Project Management and Products.

Better Gear International
Delivering Trust
You’ve heard some Asian manufacturing horror stories. Obviously
there’s a language barrier. You’re nervous trusting your intellectual
property to a partner an ocean or continent away. And there’s that
time thing again. Your work day starts (or ends) as the Asian work
day begins (or ends). You’re asking yourself, “Can this work for us?”
When you work with Better Gear International, the answer is “Yes!”,
and here’s why.
Every day Better Gear makes this formula work for our clients.
Combined US-based management and Asian-based manufacturing
teams have the systems and the trust relationships to guide your
product through the manufacturing process. It’s an established
relationship that extends all the way to your company and products.

Better Gear International combines the advantages of
two companies with business offices and staff in the
United States and Hong Kong, and manufacturing
in China.
Your account is managed in the United States by
native English speakers. Your wireless products are
built to exacting specifications in China. Better
quality, better reliability, better pricing, Better Gear.
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Better Gear is the better manufacturing solution for many reasons. Your products
are built to your specifications and to our high quality standards. Quality, check.
Your products are delivered on schedule, in the quantities you order and with the
predictability and reliability you need to increase sales. Reliable, check. You save
money by getting less-expensive products than you can produce in the US--and
you get it delivered with shipping rates that don’t eat all of those cost savings.
On budget, check.
Better Gear International delivers a better manufacturing, a better customer
service, and a better business experience. For quality, reliable, and on-budget
manufacturing, choose the better solution. Choose Better Gear International.

Asian-Based Manufacturing. US-Based Project Management.
For wireless products companies, Better Gear International provides quality, US-based project
managed, Asian-based manufacturing services. Better Gear International is a joint venture of USAbased CA Engineering and Hong Kong/China-based Smart Technologies & Investment Ltd. Each
partner’s respective product designing and manufacturing experience means greater precision
and control in meeting your product specifications. Better Gear delivers improved product quality
and performance on predictable delivery schedules at reduced cost. Better Gear price points are
extremely competitive with less flexible Asian original design manufacturers (ODMs).
Better Gear helps companies get from the idea stage to production and shipping to market.
Let’s discuss working together today.
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